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GTU Innovation Council Nominates Directors for Degree Engineering, Diploma, Pharmacy, 

MBA and MCA for Innovation Sankuls 

6
th

 May 2011 

A meeting to welcome the Directors of various Innovation Sankuls was held at GTU conference 

room on 6
th

 May 2011. 

 

Every Sankul Committee has two Co-Chairmen, one from the industry and the other from a GTU College. 

The Principals of all the Colleges in particular Sankul area are members of the Committee. Other 

members of the Committee will be some prominent industry leaders and industry chamber authorities 

for facilitating the process. Every Sankul has Directors (preferably the Principal of an institute under the 

Sankul) for sectors like Degree Engineering, Diploma, Pharmacy, MBA and MCA in each Sankul who will 

represent their respective sectors in the Sankul activities. The Directors of the various verticals will have 

to take care of the following activities: 

1. To arrange periodic meetings among other Principals of the same vertical under a particular 

Sankul to design branch-specific road maps.   

2. To ask the Principals to allocate specific teachers to 30-40 students of each College who will take 

care of Industrial Shodh Yatras. 

3. To develop an implementation protocol for ensuring that every Pre-Final Year student gets and 

understands the Form for scouting and documenting of IDPs (Industry Defined Projects) from 

industries during Industrial Shodh Yatras during the months of June and July. (For this purpose, a 

draft Form can be obtained from GTU Innovation Council. However the Form may be modified 

or redesigned, if required) 

4. To design an algorithm to map every 3-4 student (along with their faculty, if possible) to a 

specific industry / MSME. 

5. To monitor evaluation of IDPs in early final year and to submit them to GTU. 

6.  To maintain healthy interaction with nearby industries of the same vertical through periodic 

meetings both at industry chambers and at various colleges under the respective Innovation 

Sankul. 

7. To provide periodic updates / reports of activities / research developments / needs / meetings 

and associated things to GTU Innovation Council. These will be shared in the public domain so 

that Sankuls can learn about best practices from one another. 

 

8. To locate innovative ideas / projects of your domain and Sankul, which need support in IPR, 

product designing support and any further requirement which can be directly taken care of by 

GTU Innovation Council. 
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9. To arrange periodic interactions with Udisha Clubs, students and faculties of various institutes to 

take their inputs in designing the local policies and disseminating information about the 

progress and programs of GTU Innovation Council and respective Sankuls.(The objective is to 

motivate the faculty members to participate in the industry-institute inter-action and to help 

make it more intensive.) 

10. To work for ensuring that all the Udisha Clubs in each of the Colleges are activated and that they    

play a significant role in policy designing and executing it. 

 

 

  
 

  

 

 

Honorable VC, GTU, Prof Akshai Aggarwal felicitating the nominated Directors for Degree 

engineering, Diploma, Pharmacy, MBA and MCA  of respective of Innovation Sankul of Boroda-1 

and Mehshana . 

 


